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provides real world applications of these 
learned skills. Math at CAACS exists as 
an essential readily applied skill. 

    Every grade level has at least one 
inquiry unit in their programme of 
inquiry that requires them to apply math 
related skills in their creation of their 
formative and summative assessments.  
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4th Grade’s Narrative Essays 
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Juilliard and Yale Universities 
completed their summative projects 
that included a writing piece and 3D 
model of a simple machine.  

“The art of teaching is the art of assisting 
discovery.” –Mark Van Doren 

3rd Grade’s Climate Maps 

Our 4th grade classes completed 
narrative essays written from the 
perspective of someone who 
survived a migration.   

2nd Grade’s Simple Machines 
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    International Baccalaureate 
schools are required to ensure all 
their instructional staff members 
are committed to taking IB 
recognized professional 
development courses.  All of our 
new staff members are going to be 
taking the Category 1 workshop in 
August 2019.  This year, we 
selected 9 of our staff members to 
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take rigorous online professional 
development courses based on 
their interests and expertise.  These 
courses were all category 2 and 3 
and required a minimum of 4 
hours of study per week for 4 
weeks in the holiday season.  We 
are proud to announce that the 
staff members in the photo above 
passed their respective courses.  

Depicted in this photo from left to right are: Professor Hong, Professor Valdez, Professor 
Morales, Dean Pena, Dean McLaurin, Dean Doerrlamm, Dean Mercaldo, and Dean Jones.  

    At Cultural Arts Academy Charter 
School, we allocate 1.5 hours daily for math 
instruction, and this time is often integrated 
into the programme of inquiry. Standard 
foundational grade level math skills are 
taught at every grade level. The IB program 
brings the important added layer of math 
explored through the lens of the units of 
inquiry. Stand-alone math classes cover the 
grade-specific math skills, while the PYP  

NYU and NEU completed their 
summative projects for unit 2 
including a writing piece and the 
creation of detailed maps. 

1st Grade’s Family Trees 

Cornell and Howard Universities 
have begun their second unit with 
the transdisciplianry theme: Who 
We Are.  
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Our Kindergarten classes, Howard and Cornell Universities, concluded their second 
unit with the theme: Who We Are at the end of the second quarter marking period.  For 
their summative project, our scholars created All About Me books.  Overall, our scholars 
scored highly in their reflections and showed self-awareness and appreciation for the 
similarities and differences in others.  

At the end of January, Kindergarten began their third unit with the theme: Sharing the 
Planet and the central idea: people can respect the earth to preserve habitats.  They will 
be working on this unit for the duration of the 3rd quarter marking period.  

    Our first grade classes, Brooklyn College and Princeton University, completed their second inquiry 
unit about the importance of family.  They shared family keepsakes with the class, conducted 
interviews, and created family trees.   

    Our first graders have now begun their third unit by creating a new Wonder Wall bulletin board 
displaying their questions about wants and needs in their community for the theme: Who We Are. 
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    Our second grade classes, Yale and 
Juilliard Universities, concluded their 
second inquiry unit by presenting their 
simple machine 3D models in our 
Makerspace.  Scholars focused on projecting 
their voices and maintaining eye contact 
while presenting their knowledge of how 
simple machines worked.  Scholars were 
able to articulate how they built their 
machines including the materials they used.   

    The most popular simple machines 
created were pulleys, but scholars also 
created levers, wheel and axles, wedges and 
inclined planes.   
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Cultural Arts Academy Charter School’s Attendance 

CAACS Attendance Rate for December 2018: 95.2% 

CAACS Attendance Rate for January 2019: 95.6% 

 
 

     
    Our third grade classes, New 
York and Northeastern 
Universities, completed their 
second inquiry unit summative 
project by creating climate maps 
and writing essays about a 
country of their choice.  

    Our third graders have now 
begun wondering about genetics 
for their 3rd inquiry unit.  

    Our fourth grade classes, 
Spelman and Morehouse 
Colleges, completed their 
second inquiry unit 
summative project by 
writing narrative essays as if 
they were migrants from 
another time and place. 
    Our fourth graders have now begun researching how 
they can create solutions to natural disasters for their third 
inquiry unit.  

    Our fifth grade classes, 
Dartmouth and Brown 
Universities, completed their 
second inquiry unit summative 
project by writing argumentative 
essays about explorations in 
another place and time.  

     Our fifth graders have begun 
researching different sources of 
energy for their third inquiry unit.  


